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PowerPac New Day Spot:
on november sixth, we will not only make history, we will begin a new day. that new day starts with stacy abrams as the
governor of georgia. stacy abrams will start our new day with a sense of urgency on education and healthcare. education
from cradle to career is essential to achieving prosperity for every georgia family and to do that, stacy will provide historic
investments in early childcare and learning. she will target investments in grades k thru twelve that support our kids.
teachers and parents. and stacy will expand opportunities for our children for their lives beyond high school. georgians
needs the chance to thrive, not just survive. that's why she is running for governor; to experience a new day in georgia.
she has consistently engaged with georgia's rural, suburban and urban communites across the state to understand what
georgians are facing, in an effort to improve their access to healthcare. with stacy abrams for governor of georgia, it's a
new day. powerpac plus is responsible for the content of this advertising. it's not authorized being the candidate or
candidates committee. 
 
Abrams Real Spot:
there are many ways to describe being real and authentic. instead of giving you slang on what is real, let me give you the
facts. stacy abrams has been where many of you have been, overcoming some of the same struggles. stacy abrams is
running for governor of georgia because she knows the struggles in our communities. stacy was raised and encouraged
to dream big like many georgians. she always lived in the real world, knowing what it takes to struggle, to make ends
meet, getting a good education and facing tough choices. she has a boundless belief in the people in georgia and that
they will have the ability to prosper. as governor, stacy will bring the courage, committment to service and experience to
make this vision a reality. stacy abrams record shows that she understands the people of georgia. she fought
discriminatory job killing legislation that hurt small business. she supported tax credits to grow jobs in emerging industries
and she will work to expand equal pay and anti discrimination protections for georgias workers. stacy abrams is as real as
it gets. stacy abrams for governor of georgia. paid for by powerpac georgia.
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